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N.C.A. Team Looks Us Over!
Wislinski Elected
SEP Dominates Election
Helene Wislinski has been elected President of the Student senate. ·This is the first time in the
history of ITCC-N that a woman
has been elected to the position.
The officers for the next two trimesters will consist of members
of the party that the new president
rose from, the Student Expression
Party. Dean Hirschm·ari has been
elected to the position of Vice
President, Susan IQfke is now the
Secretary and Karen Jasen is
Treasurer.
The ten senators elected are:
Anthony Abboreno, Bob Delaney,
Daniel Determan , J ames Diete,
Steven Green, Richard Lay, John
Podraza, Harry Rossi, Dennis
. Torii, and James von Bruchhaeuser .

Their collected goal is to "establish a true college community"
through "better faculty-student rapport." This is the challenge and
major aim of the Student Expression Party.
On Thursday, January 27, 1966,
621 ITCC-N students flocked the
hall outside of the cafeteria to vote
for those candidates which they
considered best choice for Senate
officers. The candidates were from
Action Voice Party, Student Expression Party, and Party of Organized Students. Student Expression Partv won with an overwhelming majority. All of the elected are
from this party with the exception
of Harrv Rossi (Partv of Organized Students) and Dennis Torli
(Action Voice Party).

On Monday, January 24, the
congress of ITCC-N was honored
by the visit of several members of
the board of the North Central Association accreditation team. Part
of the purpose of this visit was to
get the viewpoints of several students-what they liked or disliked
about our college.

were officers of several campus which is now barely existent. The
organizations.
final criticism dealtwithcurriculum.
"Too many required courses with
T h r e e outstanding criticisms
not enough time alloted for conwere voiced by these students.
centration on m a j o r interest"
The first of these critisisms dealt
seemed to be the general concenwith the limited space in our colsus of the students present.
lege. The second criticism dealt
with the problems which are Along with the final student
caused by the fact that we are a evaluation came a plea for a recommuter college. Female as well construction of the present teacheras male members agreed that training program. As one student
Ten students were chosen by such activities as intercollegiate put it, "The content of the curricDean Sachs to meet with the N. C. sports may help somewhat to ini- ulum instruction program is very
board members. Those chosen tiate the bond between students good. But, because a student is
only given six credit hours for this
course, he is forced to take other
courses thus meeting the minimum
12 hours credit load. This forces
the student to give only a limited
amount of attention to the course
and he, therefore, misses the full
value of the course." Several other
students mentioned the need of
more earlier practical experience.

Six hundred and twenty-one .stu- Winners of the successful party
dents voted in this presidential are :
President: Helen Wislinski
election.
Vice President: Dean H'irs~hman
Secretary: Susan Pifke
Treasurer: Karen Jasen
Senators:·
Anthony Abboreno, Richard Lay,
Bob Delaney, John Podraza, Daniel Determan, Harry Rossi,
James Diete, Dennis Torii, Stev~
The Coordinating Committee of
en Green, J ames von Bruchhaeuthe Ad Hoc Committees has comser .
pleted and £orwarded a preliminAlthough all t h e candidates
ary report to Pr esident McKelvey
on January 26, 1966 for his evalu- worked relatively well during the
campaign, 99½% of the due credit
ation.
goes to Helen Wislinski. Congratu- 1--- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - ---1
The final report, which was re- lations, Helen, on a fabulous vicquested by Dr. McKelvey last sum- tory! In all truth, Helen's incredumer, will contain suggestions and lous success might well be attribplans for ITCC-N for the next ten uted to her animate personality
years. The Ad Hoc committees, and beautiful dynamism.
made up of faculty and staff members, spent many weeks in prep- A wonderful projection, however,
aration before they submitted their is not Helen's only asset. Obviousfinal reports to the Coordinating ly, from all she has done for the
learning to select students
I find it a little difficult to comstudents and the school, her comCommittee last December .
since
it is not possible to admit
petency is another major influen- ment on the suggested topic-The
all
applicants.
Th e Coordinating Committee tial factor. A defender of student Obligations and Services of Higher
then began the task of formulating needs and propagator of student Education to the Underprivileged It is the responsibility of higher
and coordinating all the material viewpoint, Helen is bound to enjoy -without asking for or giving def- education to make the equal opwithin those reports. This has a marvelous year and a great ofinitions of such key words as un- portunity we strive for meaningmeant many hours of work for the fice.
ful. There are two areas of dander-privileged. Let me then narrow ger. In our selection process we
Committee members.
The best of luck, Helen, and your the problem and keep my commust be willing to go below the
An outline of the preliminary re- entire partyy,y in the ensuing pear.
surface
to look for potential. Colments
brief.
port sent to Dr. McKelvey shows It's bound to be a great one !
lege Board Examinations alone
Assumption:
the areas treated in the Commit- ' - - - - - - - ---- - -- will not uncover talent and ability
tees report.
1. The opportunity for higher masked by poor school preparature Enrollment
education should be extended tion, cultural differences, etc. We
Introduction
The Educational Progr am and
Background of the College
Curriculum
to all who can profit 1rom it so have the obligation to provide a
History
Academic Staff, Organization
that people potential be real- real chance at equal opportunity,
whatever special programs are
'l'he tradition
and Administration
ized as much as possible.
needed, whatever research experiThe commitment
Civil Service Staff, OrganizaBackground of the report
tion and Administration
2. The population explosion is ment and innovation must be fosThe charge
Building ~eeds and Land Acforcing institutions of higher tered. The second danger lies in
accepting those who apply as the
Organization of the Committees
quisition
- - - - -- - - - -- - - - supply from which to draw. HighProcedures of the Committees
Calendar
er Education has the obligation to
Nature of the report
Financial Support
and needs of the College
seek out those with real potential,
Divisions of the Body of the
Business Management and OpRecommendations for immediate even though they do not, for any
report
eration
implementation
reason, regard themselves as canBody
Public Relations
didates for continued formal eduStatement of the problem
Section II-the implementation
Appendices
cation. To do less than an intenSection I-a general treatment of the general treatment, indicatGeneral Guidelines
sive search is to be willing to risk
of the purposes and aspirations of ing priorities and timetables, over
Interim Report
missing those who may do most
the College over the next decade the next decade.
Final Reports of Ad Hoc Com- to effect the necessary changes in
Conclusion
in the areas of
our society.
The College's Growth and Fu- Brief summary of the direction
mittees

Ad Hoc
Submits
Report

Dean Sach's Message

Our Obligation to
The Underpriviliged

After this visit to our campus,
the board will meet and evaluate
our college's curriculum on the
basis of past experience and the
appraisals of both faculty and students. Recommendations and appraisals will then be made to their
board in a report on March 28.
This evaluation is standard procedure in revising and reevaluating colleges accredited by the
North Central Association.

Academy of Arts
Sets Symposium
The Television Academy of Arts
and Sciences and the Division of
Continuing Education and Extension will present a symposium entitled Television Today to be presented at Roosevelt University.
The symposium has been designed to acquaint interested college students, faculty , administration, and general public with the
creative, business, and career aspects of television.
The course will begin Thursday,
February 17 at 4:00 p. m. to 6:00
p. m. and will continue for 15 consecutive Thursdays. Lecturers will
include Rod Serling, Fahey Flynn,
John Madigan , Norman Ross as
well as many other representatives
in the field of television. Each seS.:
sion will involve a one hour lecture
followed by an hour of discussion.
Cost is only $30 plus a $2.50 registration 'fee. Single lecture tickets
may be purchased at the door for
$3.
Television is playing a greater
role in education than ever before
and more knowledge of this medium may be of real value for all
interested parties.
1be Interim will be receiving
more information on this symposium and will welcome any inquiries about this course.

Th. e
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New Teaching f Ian:
The Clinical Professor
• Every afternoon Daniel Powell
continues his 13-year career as a
teacher of social studies at Senn
High School on Chicago's north
side, but each morning he drive~
to Evanston and becomes his other
self-an ai.sistant · professor in the
· school of education at Northwestern university.

'Tug of
}?ar Places'

in a number of · Chicago-area high
schools.

• • •

Powell's post-and others like it
to follow-is an integral part of
Northwestern's experimental program :or training teachers, the
Tutorial and Clinical Program. It
embraces half of each new freshman class in the school of educaPowell is a new kind of instruction. The new program represents
tor in schools of education-the
an all-university approach and . is
clinical professor.
based on three fundamental requirements:
• • •
Members of the North Central Association Accreditation Board,
B. J. Chandler, dean of NorthThree
Requirements
western's school of education, ex1. Students must meet the genplains Powell's position this _way :
"The clinical professor is an out- eral academic standards of the
standing teacher with the gift of university (not special ones of the
being able to teach other · people school of education). ,
how to teach. He teaches half-time 2. The academic major of a This coming summer (June 20- ricular activities will include workin the classroom of an elementary student planning to be a secondary August 5, 1966), Tufts University, shops, symposia on French history
or secondary school and half-time school teacher (or the majors of in cooperation with the United and sociology, language tables,
on the faculty of the school of edu- those planning on being elemen- States Office of Education, will visits to art museums, presentatary school teachers ), is planned conduct its second NDEA Institute tion of French plays, and showing
cation.
jointly with the appropriate college for forty-four undergraduates who of films . A maximum of twelve
"Standing with one foot in the of arts and sciences ·department, are preparing to teach French at (12 ) credits may be earned.
school system and one in the uni- and the student must meet the re- the elementary or secondary school . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
versity, t h e clinical professor quirements of that department. level.
Earn While You Learn
should be able to make significant 3. All instruction in the methods The criteria for admission are as
·
Under the terms of the National
contributions to instruction and and materials of teaching is given follows:
· ls an d re la t ed c11·ru·cal (1 ) Junior standing during the Defe_nse Education Act, particicurriculum development in both th ru t ut ona
·
T h u s, a11 formal academic year 1965-66 in a recog- pants selected to attend the lnstischools and universities."
expenences.
ofess1·onal educa
tute may receive upon application
l·n
k
Sharing System
course wor
pr
- · nized American college or univer.:=...
tion is eliminated. The emphasis is
a stipend of $75 per week plus $15
Dean Chandler said that Dr. on what to teach, not on how to sity.
per week for each dependent.
James B. Conant's proposal for a teach.
<2> A major in French with th e
All participants will be required
clinical professor in his 1963 study Dean Chandler said that the Tu- completion of at leaS t th e " th ird- to live in the French House. The
"T h e · Education of American torial and Clinical program will year" college course in the Ian- cost for room will be $15 per week.
Teachers" called for the teacher require approximately 25 to 30 guage.
Meals will average from $15-20 per
to leave his school for full-time quarter hours of work in addition
(3) An average of "B" in all week.
teaching at the university.
to present requirements. These will courses, a nd a high level of ac- For further information and ap" But the difficulty with this pro- be distributed over the four-year complishment in th e four language plication forms, interested French
gram," said the Dean, "is that if undergraduate program.
skills as atteS ted by a letter of majors should write to:
he spent all of his time at the uni- Clinical experiences-such as ac- recommend ation from the appliProfessor Loretta A. Wawrzyversity, the clinical professor's tual work in elementary and high cant's advisor O r Department
niak, Director
experience would be out of date school classrooms-will begin at Chairman.
NDEA French Institute (Miner
and out of touch in a short time. the freshman level and will pro(4) Indication that the applicant
Hall)
The solution to the problem, we ceed throughout the student's four intends to become an elementary
Tufts University
believe, is to share our professor years, the dean said.
or secondary school teacher in
Medford, Massachusetts 02155
with the elementary or secondary
French.
The deadline for receipt of appli(Reprinted with permission of the
school system. That way we both
Chicago Tribune)
The program will consist of in- cations will be March 21, 1966.
benefit."
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - i struction in Oral and Written Similar undergraduate institutes
r
At Northwestern, Powell current- Math Tutoring Addition French, Methods Of Teaching will also be conducted at the Unily instructs students in "Methods
French at the elementary and sec- versity of Missouri (French), Rutof Teaching High School Social Tutoring for general math is be- ondary school levels, Applied Lin- gers, the State University Uta?Studies," and conducts a seminar ing given every day at 11 p. m. guistics, Civilization of France, ian), and the State University of
for student teachers in classroom and from 2-3 p. m. on Tuesday and Explication de Texte. Co-cur- California at Irvine (German).
problems. In addition he super- and 2-4 p. m. on Thursdays. A I 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......--------------1
vises student teachers and has general math tutoring classes will
master-of-arts-in-teaching interns meet outside of E 108.

Opportunities unlimited! Careerminded, single young women can
travel by plane, by ship, over cobblestone streets and untracked
snow, through Europe, Korea,
Okinawa, Japan, Hawaii, Panama
and Alaska . . . and even further
in pursuit of a civilian profession-

Parlay Vu France?

Graduate Progra·m

''• • • and

at the stroke
of midn.i ght .. . ''
by Mary Jean Del Ciello

Next week these famous words will be heard as Cinderella, her
Prince, and her Fairy Godmother come to Illinois Teachers CollegeNorth. Be sure not to miss our Children's Theatre Group's presentation
of Cinderella during the week of February 7-12.
The play, produced by Bob Schacke and directed by Mr. Stuart
Hoch, features Jordyce Brynteson as Cinderella, Juris Graudens as
the Prince and Rosemary Polniaszek as the famous Fairy Godmother.
Due to the large demand for tickets by teachers who will be bringing their classes to the morning and afternoon performances, ITCC-N
students are asked to come and see the performances on Friday, February 11 at 8:00 p. m.
Tickets are available now through the cast members and reservations can also be made through the mail by addressing your requests
to Stage Players, Illinois Teachers College-North, 5500 N. St. Louis
Avenue, Chicago Illinois. Beginning February 7, you will be able to purchase your tickets at the box office which will be located in front of
the auditorium.
Let's support the fine work our stage players are doing and make
their production, Cinderella, a sellout.
PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
Monday, February 7. 1966-9:45 a. m. , 10:45 a. m., 1:30 p.
Tuesday, February 8, 1966-10:30 a. m.
Thursday, February 10, 1966-9:45 a. m., 10:45 a. m., 1:30
Friday, February 11, 1966-10:00 a. m., 11:00 a. m., 8:00
Saturday, February 12, 1966-10:00 a. m., 11:00 a. m., 2:00

m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.

New D egreeS 0. ff ere d

Applications pour in daily to the
graduate school program here at
ITCC-N. As of November, 1965, a
total of 904 applications have been
received , 621 were admitted to degree programs, and 118 were accepted as degree candidates. At
the December graduation, the 26th
degree candidate thus far was
awarded the Master's Degree. Of
the degrees awarded, the major
areas were biology, social science,
math and special education, with
special education accounting for
more than half of the awarded
degrees.
UnclassUied or Candidacy

If a student is undecided upon
entering graduate school as to his
particular area of study, or if
there is some question as to prerequisite qualifications, the' applicant may be accepted as unclassified student. The individual may
then take courses of his choice for
which he is qualified with or without the ultimate Masters Degree
in mind.
After completion of 12 hours, the
student's work is appraised and it
is at this time that actual candidacy to a particular master program is assigned. Once this plat•
eau of candidacy is achieved, it is
simply a matter of time until

graduation, therefore the preliminary application for graduation is
filed at this time. Minimum number of hours is 30, maximum is 39,
depending on the program.

Miss Laura E. Rooks, a grad·
uate of Chicago Teachers Col·
lege, is presently stationed at
the Krabbenloch Service Club,
No. Wuerttemburg, Germany
as a Recreation Specialist (So·
cial Activities).
(U. S, Army Photo>

al career. If you have a degree in library science, recreation, dramatics, art, music, humanities, social science or related
field and feel the tug of far away
places, talk to the Placement Director or write for an informational
brochure, Address: Special Services Section, IRCB, Department
of the Army, Washington, D. C.
20315.

What's All
The Rush?
by Diana Locallo

What is Rush Week Like? Sugar
and spice and everything nice.
So though some aspiring and enterprising rushes of Lambda Sigma Alpha sorority and so the festivities rightly commenced with a
tea held on Monday, January 10,
at Stella's Catering, 3208 N. Kostner Ave. The girls met the sisters
and were entertained by a program which displayed the sorority's many talented members.
On Wednesday of the same week
a rush party was held at Bobbie
Lutar's, consisting of an informal
gathering of the sislers and rushes.
Sunday, January 16, the newly
formed pledge group was informed
by Geraldine Koppel, President,
and Pat Zurawski, Pledge Mother, ·
of the specifications and requirements of pledge week. New to this
year's pledging was the outfit of a
black skirt, gold poncho, nylons,
flats or loafers worn for the entire
week.
Pledge week was held from Jan- ·
uary 24 to 29. And thus begins a
trial period of service, respect and
just plain sweating it out.

Degrees Offered
At the present time MAT degrees
in English, Math, Natural Science,
and Social Sciences are offered.
Master of Arts degrees are offered
in Special Education, as well as
a Master of Education in Teaching
of Language Arts and Math. The
difference between a Master of
Arts in classroom teaching (MAT)
and a Master of Education is t h e · h • - - - - - - - - - - - -....
number of required hours in education.
The newest member
the graduate program is the Master's Degree in guidance and counseling

in

for the elementary schools. Upon
approval of the board, this sequence will be offered either in
May or September of this year.
Many of the degrees offered are
of an interdisciplinary nature, such
as the American Studies program
which combine social science and
humanities. Much more detailed
information is available from the
Graduate School office under the
direction of Dr. Malek, located
the "C" building.
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EDITORIALS

New Eyes
For the Needy
In the last issue of the Interim we ran an article about an organization called New Eyes For The Needy. This organization is a nonprofit, volunteer charity and asks only for donations of old discarded
eyeglasses and even broken pieces of jewelry-no moneyNew Eyes For the Needy then takes these bits and pieces and gives
glasses and artificial eyes to over half a million needy people in our
country and abroad. We at the Interim feel that this' organization is
most deserving of our support.
We are asking all of our readers to join us in this campaign. We
ask that all old glasses or even old silver and gold jewelry scraps be
brought up to the office of Stu!ient Activities or to the Interim office,
Room E 210. The Interim will then see to it that these donations are
forwarded to New Eyes For The Needy, Inc.

•
Selection
Caution Urged m
Of Work-Study Programs
Another article in the last issue of the Interim which we would like
to again bring to the at~ntion of our readers was the article entitled,
"Guaranteed Jobs Abroad For Students."
Because we know that many students are interested in the various
work-study programs being offered, we try to present all such programs which are brought to our attention. We were informed, however, by a reliable source that many of these organizations are of more
trouble to students than they are of benefit. Such, we have been told,
is true of the organization dted in the article "Guaranteed Jobs Abroad
For Students."
We have contacted our state department and are expecting an article for publication in the next issue of the Interim stating the reliability of certain of these organizations. We urge our readers to watch
for that article
A number of these work-study programs prey on unsuspecting college students. Be extremely careful before accepting any such offers.
If there are any doubts about the organization with which you are planning to join, please contact Mrs. Zimmerman in the Student Activities
Office or write to Mr. Hull, Director of Public Information, Department
of State, Bureau of Educational Affairs, Washington, D. C.

--..ci'-----~.......:--~-:i...-----------~::..:....---····-"12/c

Letters to the Editor
Student Questions
Kane's Source

a dime, or even a quarter may not
be a lot of money to most people,

Hull House Thanks
ITCC-N Students

but to someone such as myself
Dear Students,
who is working their way through
I was very pleased to see Pro- college, these losses add up after
On behalf of the staff or' the Upfessor Kane illuminate his views a while.
town Center-Hull House, I would
like to express our thanks and
and opinions on such an important
th' b d
th t deep appreciation to the Civil
C 't
issue as the War in Viet Nam. It
an some mg e one so a Rights Organization and other unis indeed refreshing to witness a all the machines have a little affiliated students of Illinois Teach·
college professor taking the time sign which lights up, or so that no ers College-North who participated
to challenge a mis-informed stu- more of these types of machines in and contributed to the Turkey
Drive Fund.
dent. As I suppose was intended, are installed?. · Maybe the Student
It is a wonderful gesture on your
the article raised more questions Senate .can do something about part to want to help bring Christthan provided answers.
mas to so many of our families .
this.
One of the rewarding aspects of
The articles " . . . and I'm curiour
work is the wonderful support
Sincerely,
from people like yourselves.
ous to know the sources of his ( the
Marilyn Boriumino
student's) mis-information," proSincerely,
vokes the question of why Mr. Ed note-Senate requests you conMrs. Mildred Berman
Director
th
Kane neglected to state bis. His tact em.
Dear Editor:

1-----------..!..,____________

Faculty Senate to
Probe Curriculum

neglect

I

of

documentation

also

raised the question of whether or
not Mr. Kane justifies appeals to
Part of the job of the newly formed Faculty Senate will be to study emotion as sufficient premises to
and evaluate the present curriculum. We hope that the committee will merit his conclusions.
Students are reminded that Friday, February 11 is the final
take into account the ideas which were presented at the meeting be- •
date for dropping ~ourses. After that date and through the first
tween the members of the North Central Accreditation team and the However, the urgent question
12 weeks of the trimester students may withdraw from the colten student representatives.
most worthy of the reader's preclege, but may not drop part of their program. During the last four
ious time deals not with simple
Two areas which are particularly deserving of attention are the
weeks
of the trimester, withdrawal is not permitted under any
Curriculum Instruction and the Student Teaching Programs. It was logic. When Mr. Kane chose to decircumstances.
Official withdrawal requires the completion of
interesting to note that the students' complaints in these areas lay not fend the now defunct Ngo Dinh
forms
in
the
registrar's
office, or a letter notifying the office of
in the content of the courses but in the allotted time and the credit Diem regime how could he ignore
the
student's
intention.
Simply
ceasing to attend a class does not
hours given for the courses.
the fact that .United Nations Secconstitute an official withdrawal, and will result in a final grade
The students felt that under present conditions · (6 credit hours for retary General U Thant, at the
of F.
8 class hours) they were not able to give proper attention to the courses. U. N. General Assembly, denounced the regime as "a viola-I-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
This is a complaint . which has been heard several times in the past
history of our college. Let's hope that we are finally reaching the time tion of human rights." (1964 World
Book of Facts, page 119)
when something will be done about it

Attention!!

F. S.

Sincerely,
Raymond Warzecha

-
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That's Where
My Money Goes ...
Dear Editor:
How many times am I going to
put a quarter in those vending machines to get a nickel package of
gum and receive no change? I
wonder how many other students
have been in this same situation?
I know that these vending machines are for the convenience of
the student, but why isn't there a
little space on all of the machines
that says "no change." A nickel,

CC•LLEGE
·

Gers

l)o~vN

Paie Foar

The

BOOK REVIEW
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"The Classics
Reclassified"

Mrs. Abt

by Pat Brieschke

I am embarrassed. Reviews up- entire book would fall to pieces.)
on reviews have classified "The Not a ·line passes without a crisp
Classics Reclassified" in a classifi- remark or comical farce. Indeed,
cation of unclassifiable writings. Armour's humor is so rapid that
In truth, it is repulsive-that is, I ~ was fatigued after the first page!
thought it is repulsive-first im- · In choosing a great body of literature of spoof, Armour achieves
pressions run the gamut.
Only a fool would come to Rich- wit in grain, not just in detail.
ard Armour's book overcharged The essence of his subject matter
with criti(;!ism, and let censure is the essence of seven noble clasrant uncensured . (Meet a fool.) sics-sans bright froth, literary
When one Mr. Armour turns seven embroidery, and glittering prose.
Sabiated with several existing
of the greatest classics in the
world of literature into laughing- devices to achieve humor (besides
stocks, it is no laughing matter. many of Armour's own creation),
Acting in the honor of art, and the book abounds with malapropholding the log of literature se- isms and literalisms. Another hucure (nothing • like being a trusty mor-technique employed frequently
old andiron), I viewed fhe book is the application of contemporary
with insulting contempt for its meanings to words which had unrelated meanings in other periods
desecration of the classics.
However, my indignation (Ar- of history-like redress; and changmour could make a great satire ing a word or words in traditional
out <if that) died at birth. Before or contemporary proverbs and recondemning " The Classics Reclas- marks, e. g_ Cassius tells Brutus
sified,' " and telling what a nasty lhat Caesar is getting "too big for
old sinner Richard Armour is, I his toga."
In spite of all, Richard Armour's
realized that he read, actually
read, the very classics he spoofs. one and only real wit is revealed
(Therefore, he cannot be totally in the places where he lets his
wicked-neither is his book totally beautiful mellifluous sarcasm run
malicious.) Nobody who loves the free . Although he rarely liberates
it, the scarce moments of freedom
classics is all bad!
Searching Armour's book for a reveal Armour as aware, perceprich elegance or crisp texture is tive, and intuitive. In the classics
a futile hunt. It lacks dignity-but such as David Copperfield and
it is human. Trying to work up Silas Marner, with profound inenthusiasm "for Chartres cathed- sight he raises his voice against
ral on the basis of its acoustics." the follies of life.
One must confess that most charThe feat is not feasible.
Perhaps Armour can well be acters in great novels are gross
tickled to know that one tiny field fools. Richard Armour's good-naof interest saves "The Classics Re- tured ridicule (what on earth is a
classified" from damnation in this "good" nature?) of these rotten
review-wit! If you attack the characters (take Uriah Heep, if
book with preconceived indigna- you need an example) tends to extion forget it (like I am) . However, cite compassion in an attempt to
if you approach it with expecta- move mirth. ,
Robbing seven great classics of
tion to laugh, you will be eternally
indebted to Armour for his Mfuor sophistication, Armour leaves a
-that is all you can be indebted bare depth Cit exists in all wit) .
In his "reclassification" of the
for.
Armour employs a new device- classics, he achieves a height
starched wit. Ot actually mµst worthy of an expression once aphold the ' ~inding secure, for with:- plied to James Thurber - "the
out it there is no doubt that the shiver under the laugh."

FACULTY SKETCH

by G. David

Born in Chicago, Mrs. Esther
Abt obtained most of her educa.
.
tion in the city. She received her
B. S. in mathematics fr.om Purdue
University and her M. A. from
Loyola University.

and do wood working. She is currently enrolled in a Great Books
course and finds it very enjoyable,
since reading is her favorite hobby.
....- - - - - - - - - - - - -

The
Weather
Word

Mrs. Abt formerly taught in the
The time for talk is p'ast. Now
Chicago
high schools. After spendis the time for action. Ask your
fellow student where the little ing some time away from the protheatre is; chances are you'll be fession, she came to ITCC-N
answered by a blank stare. Pos- about three and a half years ago.
When I was twelve years old, I
sibly, upon his face, will finally
often wondered why snow fell on
dawn a vacant smile of recogni,. some winter days, while on others
tion ; he'll snap his fingers and
our city escaped the devastation
blurt, "Oh, Yah! That big lecture
that a new snowfall can inflict uphall they stuck way out there .. .
on the early morning traffic.
yonder . . . spmewhere." Well, it's
I discovered that the best way
time to change all this. It's time
to answer this question was to
to put the little theatre on the
study weather forecasting in earnmap, by making it, in reality, a
est. Everyday, I checked the news"Little Theatre."
paper weathermaps and watched
"How?"-you may very well ask.
:
the television weathermen.
"Sure we're interested in good
Shortly thereafter, I began progtheatre at ITCC-N, but we've had
Mrs. Abt
nosticating to my friends . Surlittle or no training _ We're in no
position to help."
Mrs Abt has been married four- prisingly, my accuracy, m o s t
times, was rather good.
Training or no training-Experiteen years, and she has three
I became so fascinated by
ence or no experience-You are
now in a position to help. All you; children. The eldest, Lisa is thir- weather forecasting that I expandneed to is throw off your disinter- teen, while Mona is ten, and Elliot ed, and now I have a small busiest and drag yourself down to the is nine. All the children attend ness called the Provus Weather
Repertoire Theatre workshops and Avoca elementary school in Wil- Club. For a nominal fee (mostly
lab periods: They are being held mette, Illinois. Mrs. Abt's husband for mailing costs), I will m§il out
monthly long range weather foreevery evening, except Friday, at
casts to anyone.
7:20 p. m. (schedule below). At- is a practicing attorney.
tendance at all sessions is not at
In every issue of the Interim,
When she finds the spare time,
all mandatory. Choose your own Mrs. Abt likes to read, cool{, knit, your school's very own weatherfield of action. Improve your skill
man will discuss the weather for
at will-but act-NOW!
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the upcoming two weeks. These
forecasts will be based on my ofWORKSHOP SCHEDULE FOR FEBRUARY, MARCH 1966
ficial long range weather foreFeb. I-Performing Laboratory, Vignette Rehearsal; Feb 2-Technical Laboratory, Construction ; Feb. 3-Performing Workshop , Vign- casts which have · obtained a
monthly average of 70.2% during
ette P erformar ce ; F eb. 7~Technical Workshop, Design; Feb. 8-P er1965.
forming Laboratory, Vignette Casting; Feb. 9-Technical Laboratory,
The month of February 1966 will
Construction; Feb. IO-Performing Workshop, Acting and Directing;
be
my 65th consecutively forecastFe:>. 14-Technical Workshop, Settings; Feb. 15-Performing Laboratory, Vignette Rehearsal; Feb. 16---Technical Laboratory, Construc- ed month (since October 1960).
tion; Feb. 17-Performing Workshop, Acting and Directing; Feb. 21- All the data below is 100% original.
Technical Workshop, Design ; Feb 22-Performing Laboratory, Vignette The statistics for the entire
Rehearsal; Feb. 23-Technical Laboratory, Construction; Feb. 24-Per- month of February 1966 follow:
forming Workshop , Vignette Performance; Feb. 28-Technical Work- Temperature: 25.1 degrees (2.0 deshop, Properties and Costumes; March 1-Try outs; March 2-Try grees below normal) .
Outs; March 3-Casting; March 7-Rehearsal ; March 8-Rehearsal; Precipitation: 1. 75" (.06" above
normal).
March 9-Rehearsal; March IO-Rehearsal.
Snow : 15-21" (normal 7.6").
The following forecast covers .
· the period fr o m February 2,
through February 15.
The period will start out rather
chilly. Sunny but brisk weather
will occur on both the 2nd and 3rd
of February. The daytime temperatures will not rise above 20 degrees, and the lows at night will
Obviously, a movie concerning plague, a raid by the Khan, barplunge to near zero.
seven women! Less obvious, the baric war games, birth and death.
A snowstorm of significant intime and setting: 1935, an Ameri- Underlying this kaleidoscope of
tensity will occur between the 4th
can Missionary Center in china on human affairs is the theme of ~evand the 6th. Accumulations from
the Mongolian border. Greatest en women who seek meaning for
six to ten inches can be expected!
threat: the fE:udal war lord, Tunga their disrupted lives.
Between the 7th and the loth , clear
Kahn.
but very cold air from Canada
The climax is reached as Dr.
The Mission pers~nel consists Cartwright bargains with the Khan
will descend upon our area. Temof the head, Miss Andrews (Mar- for medical supplies and the reperatures at night will range from
garet Leighton), plus her loyal fe- lease of the women. Accepting his
-8 degrees to -18 degrees. Warmer
Artist Frank Vavruska, left, and Mr. Yochim.
male aide ; also, Mr. and Mrs. only terms, she remains with him
weather wil ocur on the 11th and
Pether ( Eddie Albert. Betty Field) ; while the women are shuttled off
12th, and very little snow, if any,
and, pretty, young Emma the or- to safety. Dr. Cartwright then
is possible. More heavy snow will
phaned daughter of missionaries. mixes poisoned drinks for herself
fall between the 13th and the 15th
Mr. Pether, a frustrated lay-min- and the Khan. She tosses off a finof February. As much as four to
ister, is killed in a heroic stand al salty toast, and the movie fades
seven inches is likely.
against the Khan. Mrs. Pether is out with their deaths.
On Wednesday, February 2, a
"Anesthesia Prior to Amputa- dreds because "I like them," Mr.
middle-aged and pregnant. The
little
groundhog will rise up to see
Considering
the
potential
that
Vavruska
said.
tion,' ' "Yes, I see 'it." And an exlong-awaited Dr. Cartwright arhis frozen body cast a long shadow
might
have
been
explored
"7
A
number
of
fortunate
students
rited
moment
later,
"I
can
feel
rives in the person of another feand members of the faculty had upon the white earth. This means
male (Anne Bancroft), a blunt, Women" could have been b~tter. it."
Somehow
there
is
an
uneasy
feelYou may have gotten this same the opportunity to question Mr. six more weeks of winter. and
hard-hitting realist. Her salty laning
that
the
movie
stopped
before
reaction
from that painting or Vavruska on his artwork during a groundhog knows best.
guage and worldly ways are a
Jeffrey Provus
sharp contrast to sheltered mis- the story ended. Perhaps "7 Wom- from one of the twenty-five art- short lecture and later at an insion !ife. Dr. Cartwright shocks the en" tries to present too many works which are now on display in formal gathering in the faculty
older women but fascinates young messages and in the process, di- the library by the artist, Mr. dining room.
fers doing, he replied, "I like doEmma. Women No. 6 and No. 7 lutes its most important point- Frank Vavruska.
It was here that Mr. Vavruska
ing them all.'' But later added
distinguishing
between
good
and
are two English ladies from a
Included in the exhibit are paint- revealed himself. "I always knew
that he intends to begins working
missionary . They and their people, evil. While no great epic, it does ings , rubbings , in which he devel- I wanted to paint," he said. "A
on
the rubbings within a week. A
fleeing before the Khan, bring have its high points and may pro- cped his own process, and what he Van Gogh show excited me."
few
interesting experiences were
,·ide you with an e,·ening's enter- termed . "cookies." which are the He has been painting "profescholera to the compound.
also told by the artist which unfainment
.
At this point the movie gallops
"controlled drippings." These were sionally since 1941. When quesoff in all directions-with a cholera
Charlotte Frost selected for exhibition from bun- tioned about the artwork he pre( Co.n!i:_'.ued on Page 7)

MOVIE REVIEW

"7 Women"

Vavruska Exhibit
Termed 'Versatile'

'fhe

Wednesday, February 2, 1966
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Pase l"he

Leopold Segedin. The club officers
are President Linda Parmelee,
Vice President Walter Zabytko,
Secretary M a r y Zeronas and
Treasurer Mary Wodniakowski.
Club meetings are every Thursday
Interim to extend a BIG thank you at 4:30 in F 110.
in their behalf to all the students
who participated in the book exOrchesis
change by either buying or selling
Orchesis, ITCC-N's twenty-nine
books. Because of the large response to this activity, the book member modern dance organizaexchange is becoming bigger and tion , begins its eighth semester,
after a September 27 election of
better each year.
officers, The officers elected by
open vote are: Sue Nichols-presiPep Club
dent, Lorraine Nash-vice president,
Illinois Teacher's College has Eleanor Bukowski-secretary, and
ilOW got a Pep Club! It was formu- Renee 1'.'lanagan-treasurer.
lated last semester, and since then
Orchesis is planning a program
has elected officers, who are :
" Potpourri" for April 6 from 7:00Wanda Ready-President
9:00. Tickets will be available.
Iris Podolski--Secretary
Pat Lupo-Publicity Manager
Th e National Association of
Diana Locano - Membership- Health, Physical Education and
Chairman
Recreation has extended an inviPep Club's advisor is Miss Elea- tation to Orchesis to perform at
the March 18 meeting at the Connore Prueske.
rad Hilton. The dancers will do a
The Pep Club wants all of our
fundamental movements number.
students to get more involved in
The cheerleaders have also been
school activities so it is running a
invited to participate in the proschool victory song contest! This
gram.
will enable all music writer lovers, and composers a chance to be
Dancers in Orchesis include: Sue
heard! There will be a five dollar Nichols, Anne Miszkiewicz, Judy
prize given to the winner · of the Raike, Josephine Nocula, Rosa
contest, but in order to get a Hernandez, Fern Denis, Chris
chance at the prize entries must Svenningsen, Chris Kalles, Cheryl
be in the gym office by 3:00 p. m. Patalon, Lana Tamillo, Penny
Friday, February 10th.
Warner, Gary Francisco, Sheila
Name and telephone number Brooks, Susan Kash, Beverly Irons,
must also be on the entries. The Cheryl Henningsen, Renee Flanabasketball team is also in need of gan, Pat Patalon, Carol Sandberg,
support! The team is hoping to see Florencia Richmond , Tomilyn Aimore students at all games both ello, Carol Snobel, Eileen Kennedy,
Dixie Alletto, Pat Lane, Linda
at home and away.
Madigan, Lorraine Nash, Susan
Pifke, and Donna Choen.

,CLUB NEWS
Anthropos
Tomorrow evening, Thursday,
Feb. 3, at 7:00 p. m., the American
Indian Center of Chicago presepts
a program of . dance and song in
the auditorium. The entertainment
features contemporary folk song
of the Indian as well as authentic
costume, the Indian language, and
traditional dance.
Admission is one dollar, and
children under 12 are admitted for
25 cents. The articles on exhibit in
the north showcase of the library
may also b epurchased. These inclucfo jewelry, bead work, dolls,
and instruments made by Indians
of a number of -ttifferent cultures.
A portion of the proceeds will further the fine work of Chicago's Indian Center. The night of the performance there will be many artifacts on sale in front of the auditorium.

Bowling

of the bowling alley, displaying its
team spirit, is the seventh place
Pacers. Most of the shouting from
t h e pacers undoubtedly comes
from the team's three female
members, Nora Bukowski, Jan
Vojtech and Diane Kujawa. The
lone male member of the team,
Phil Kirkegaard, may not be as
active as the rest of the team when
it comes to shouting, (what male
does stand the chance of really
being able to express himself vocally when in the presence of three
attractive females), but Phil expresses himself quite well by
maintaining thus far an impressive 176 average which is the highest in the league.
In closing it is only right to
thank our league secretary Mark
Daly, whose office of secretary
undoubtedly requires much time
and work , for being so thoughtful
for his team's scorer by intentionally stepping over the foul line
on his second shot when missing
all the remaining pins, thereby
saving the scorer the trouble of
having to look up from the score
sheet. This may seem like a small
favor to the scorer, but the frequency with which Mark intentionally fouls should indicate otherwise.

The ITCC-N bowling league has
now completed its second week of
the new season and although the
team standings at this time will
without doubt change many times
throughout the semester, a look at
the present standings shows little
evidence of last season's top three
teams back on the top. The first
Spanish Club
place team of last semester, the
T. J. Four, are at this point in last
The Spanish Club is presenting a
place, as of yet not winning a sin- variety of activities for the month
gle game. The second place team of February-all of which will be
of the past season, the G1,1tterdust- both beneficial and quite enjoyers, can be presently Ca,un,i . in able.
eleventh place with one win. Last
Feb. 2_ 1966-Wednesday at 7:00
season's. third place team, the p. m. Banquet at the Sociedad EsGutters 1s the o?l_y te_a m to have a -panola, 57 West Monroe. Reservacomfortable
t d"
b pos1t10n
.
. m the present t·ions $2.50 per person. (payable
s an mgs, emg m second p1ace. in the lab)
The Gutters , however, have two
Feb. 10, 1966-Thursday at 1:00
new members this season and also a new team name, "The Nuts." p. m. in the Little Theatre. A proThe present first place team, gram of Spanish folk and popular
the Keystone Kops, leads the songs by a well-known folk singer
league not only in standings, but -Valucha. (All are invited.)
Feb. 17, 1966-Thursday at 3:00
also in the ability to outshout their
opponents, yvhich may be provid- p. m. in the Little Theatre. A full
ing them team spirit enough to length movie, "La ciudad de los
overcome the opposition or at Minos."
Feb. 24, 1966-Thursday at 1:00
least wear it down.
Another team which can easily p. m. in Room D-104. Mr. Flores,
be heard throughout a good part of the Spanish Department, will

present a program on Methodology
of teaching foreign languages.
EVERYONE IS INVITED-

A very special program is being
planned for February 10th by the
Spanish Club. Valucha, a well
known folk singer of Spanish
songs; will appear in the Little
Theater in a most enjoyable program.
Valucha was born in Brazil and
has lived in the United States for
several years. At the present
time Valucha is on the faculty of
the Old Town School of Folk Music.
We believe that Valucha is quite
talented-she can sing in fourteen
different languages. A program of
this nature will be entertaining to
the entire student body, The Spanish Club hopes to see you on
Thursday, February 10, 1966 at
1:00 p. m. in the Little Theater.

fraternity

Art Club

Fraternity members Bernard
Spencer, left, and Ron Benson
counting Book Exchange income. "All that money and
we can't keep it."

During the first two weeks of
the trimester, Sigma Kappa Epsilon, better known as the fraternity,
conducted a book exchange in the
student union room above the cafeteria. The basis idea of this service was to make it more convenient for •the students to buy books
and to buy them for less. The
small profit which has been made
is taken by a ten per cent charge
off the sales price of the books.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l From this charge the fraternity
collected approximately two hundred and fifty dollars with nearly
two thousand booli:s being exchanged. The book exchange was
Wednesday, February 2, 1966
Spanish Club Banquet, 7:00 p. m.-Sociedad Espanola, 57 W. Mon- open seven days from 10 a. m. until 2:00 p. m. under the direction
roe, Chicago, Illinois.
of Ron Benson, Bernie Spenser
Thursday, February 3, 1966
and John Ford with the help of
"The Muse" Meeting, 1:00 p. m.-Al19
many other frat members.
SKE Meeting, 1:00 p. m.-B-117
Sigma Kappa Epsilon asked the
Pep Club, 1:00 p. m.-Al17
Educational Film 1: 00 o. m.-Auditorium
American Indian 'center: 7-8:30 p. m.
Program-Anthrop_os Sponsored-Auditorium

Calendar of Events

The Art Club invites all interested parties •to join their open
workshop where members are encouraged fo pursue their artistic
interests. Painting, printing, sculpting, drawing and sketching are
among the varied activities of the
club. A model is often provided.
Several field trips are being
planned. The culminating activity
for the semester of the club will
be an exhibition of the members'
work.
The Art Club is sponsored by Mr.

Orchesis holds practice sessions
on Thursdays from 2:00-4:00.
Mrs . Petty, director, says that
Orchesis includes those who "have
a love for the dance" and enjoy
fun.
SALES HELP

Need several young men to
demonstrate stereo equipment
to interested parties. Applicants
must have. car and be able to
work 3 nights a week .
Phone 296-8121

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER
CANDIDATES
Prepare for the Chicago High School Teacher Examinations to be
hel~ in April. _ Expert review by experienced faculty-English, Professional Studies and all Majors. Review begins Feb. 19.

CHICAGO TEACHERS REVIEW
Effective preparatio~ is an investment in your own future. Can
you afford not to review?

19

Street

Friday, February 4, 1966

Spanish H. S. Group, 4:00 p. m.-D104
Saturday, February 5, 1966

Basketball Game Away
ITCC-N vs. Concordia, 6:00 p. m.-Concordia Teachers College
Tuesday, February 8, 1966

Basketball Game Home
ITCC-N vs. Fifth Army, 7:30 p. m.-Gym
Chess Club, 3:00 p. m.-S. Dining Hall
Thursday, February 10, 1966

Anthropos, 1:00 p. m.-Bll7
Fun Nite, 6:30 p m.-Gym
Spanish Club, 1:00 p. m.-D104
Pep Club, 1:00 p. m.-A117
Artist Aaron Seskind . . .
1:00 p. m.-Library
Reception for Seskind, 2:00 p. m .-Faculty Dining Room
Spanish Folk Songs "Valucha," 1:00 p. m.-Little Theatre
Frid.a y, February 11, 1966

Basketball Game-Away. 7:30 p. m.
ITCC-N vs. Ill. College of Optometry-Game at Optometry College

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERIENCE
'54's to '65's
Parts and labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Consideration To Students
Bring Your ID Card

Wednesday, February %, 1966
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437 ACHIEVE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Dean's List Announced
Honors

High Honors
Ackermann, Judith L.
Alfredson, Ellner A.
Amodeo, Frances M.
Baker, Babette
Barthel, Joseph M .
Blatnlck, Frank A.
Ballweg, Miriam I.
Brehman, Thomas R.
Brenner, Iris H.
Brody, Beverly
Bunce, Amy S.
Burltln, Lois B.
Camodeca, Jac;quellne S.
Carl, Janice A.
Carney, Margaret M.
Catalano, John J.
Chlero, Arlene
Clark, Margaret R.
Cohen, Diane P.
David, Richard K.
Dawson, Marguerite C,
De Lugach, Phyllis
Deane. Barbara M.
Deane, Kathleen L.
Oobelman, Doris L.
Orachler, Michael A.
Dudek, Cllrlstlne J.
Eannarlno, Joanne R.
Erikson, Lydia R.
Faron, NanCY
Ferber, 11.'atalle 0 .
Fleld, Laura
Fletcher, Diane Bea
Foreman, Judith H.
Foreman, Susan J .
Forrest, Richard
Forrester, Cecilla A.
Fretzln, Leslie H.
Friedlander, Sandra G.
Friese!, Joan E.
Frum, Gall s.
Fukuvama, Jeannette J .
GIibertson, Thomas L.
Goldberg, Allee R.
Goodman, Heidi
Greenberg, Arlene E.
Grlnker. Diana J.
Gruner, Irene Ann
Hall, Debra Marie
Hallihan. Marilyn C.
Hanson, Betty L.
Hav1tss, Alexander
Healev, Patricia A.
Hershberg, Hann11h R.
Holzwarth, Gloria K.
Hulett, Norma L.
Hunt, Diane M.
Jones, Cheryl M.
Kaczor Renetta M .
Kaiser, Eva S.
Keller, Lester A.
Kllak, Katherine M.
Kittle, Judith A.
Klass, Cvnthla A.
Konopka, Joanne L.
Koppel, Geraldine G.
Kor1.Un, Kay F.
Kurs. Rhoda G.
Lane, Evelyn
Lastovlch, James J.
Lezak, Merle E.
Lustig, Cella B.
McNamara, Florence M.
Melcoff, Rochelle
Mohrman, Allee A.
Mvllus, Hannelore 0 .
Nagel, EIieen C.
Nelson, Oarletle D.
Nlcchetta, Christine M.
Nichols, Susan A.
Peterson, LIia D.
Petruzzlnl, Marv T.
Petz, Roberta A.
Pietrzak, Carol S.
Plnchuk, Ilene C.
Plzzol11ntl , Carlotta A.
Plennert, Carol D.
Pollnskv, Myrna R.
Prlndlvllle, Susan E.
Pslhoda, Allee
Ransom, Helen L.
Rlckhoff, Renee A.
Sato. Peggy T.
Sch1 1hrke, Barbara A.
Schulke, Helen G.
Schultz, Rosalie M.
Schuster, Marv E .
Shallcross, Joan A.
Sherman, Barbara J.
Shraer. Bertha L.
Sliver, AbbY N.
Simone, Carol A.
Slattery, Ruth D.
Smith, Janet V.
Smith, Sarah 0 .
Smith, Sarah E .
Stern, Charlene Y ,
Sullivan, Kathv L.
Tallackson. Stephen R.
Terry, Joan Y.
Vodln, Ulrich G.
Wagner , Jill R.
Wllrren , Kenneth M.
WPlls . Barbara H.
Wllllams, Juanita M.
Wilson, · Penny A.
Wlr,er . Linda E.
Wohlfell, .NanCY J.

Abboreno, Anthony J .
Adler, Paula R.
Alello, Marv K.
Alwart, .constance M.
Amir, Carolyn J.
Anderson, Christine E.
Anselmlnl, Violet L.
Arevzaga. Miriam E.
Baldowskv, Lynne A.
Balkan, Ellen s.
Baran, Richard M.
Barazanl, Gall
Bartkiewicz, Allee J.
Bartlett, David E.
Bartosz, Kathleen c.
Beaton. Bonnie J.
Bt-hrcns, Leona M.
Beltle, Phyllis M,
Benlamln, Gayle E .
Senn11tt, Rena
Bensen, Patricia Ann
Berg, Hershel!
Bernstein, Cheryl T.
Bornstein, Jatene A.
Bernstein. Leigh G.
Bevstehner, Marilynn A.
Blallk, Burton
Blackwell, Anna B.
Blast, Gloria J.
Blumenfeld, Carole M.
Blumenthal, Rise o.
Boettcher, Sandra L.
Bonser, Lana M.
Boqulst, Joan E.

Bravndlck, Susanne
Brodsky, Joyce I.
Bukowski, Eleanora A.
Burdlnle, Rita C.
Burns, Bonnie L.
Burton, Florence o.
Butkus, Linda C.
Cambora, Jeanne M.
Cannom, Nancv E.
Caruso, Anita A.
Castella, Regina L.
Cercavskl, Valerie
Ch3pman, Pamela J .
Ch~se, Lawrence G.
Cnodil, Karen A
Chrlstlonsen, Elfie J .
Cicero, Joseph J .
Coffey, Patricia A.
Cohen, Marshall
Cohn, Sandra I.
CulovskY, Sally E.
Courtney, Joan M.
Crome, Ralph H.
Crutchfield, Carolyn D.
/
Cummings, Maryanne M.
Damato, Linda A.
Danello, Elizabeth M.
Dapper, Jeanne E.
Uavenport, Eva L.
De Flllppls, Josephine J .
De Vries, Nancy K.
Deignan, Marv T.
Dela ney, Patr ick J .
Demo lick, Mary A.
Di Prima, Annette M.
Dinatale, Lucille E.
Disalvo, Geraldine A.
Dolan, Patricia A.
Dombek. Thomas
Oowhal, Sandee J .
Drezner. Vicki A.
Duffy, Mary S.
Dwyer, Nancy P.
Eisenberg, Eileen B.
Faltum, Andrew G.
Feinhandler, Helen
FP.ldklrchner, Genevieve
Feldman, Pauline
Finder, Barbara A.
Fineberg, Sheryl L.
Fishman, Lvnn F.
Flelschhauer, Dolores M.
Foler, Edis F.
Fortes, Marsha
Franzen, Barbara J .
Frebies, Marv M.
Friedman, Lvnda c.
Fries, Robert J.
Fritz, Susan A.·
Frost, Charlotte C.
Fuhrman, Judith N.
Fukuda, Laura J .
Gasiel, Sandra M.
Gazdic, Joan M.
Gebbia, Marie A.
Gerke, Charlotte A.
Gilmore, Joan M.
Godlewski , Charles J .
Goldberg, Frances E.
Goldman, Ber Della M .
Goldmeler, Harold
Goldstein, Jeanne
Goldstein, Michael E.
Goldstrom, Howard L.
Goodwin, Daniel L.
G6rdon, Virginia D.
Gradl , Claudette Y.
Graff, Sharon F.
Graves, Jeanne C.
Greco, Joan M.
Gregorv, Gloria J.
Grettle, Barbarll C.
-----'--------------! Griffin,
Marilyn W.
Grochoclnskl, Jcvce C.
Gru<inlckl, WIiiiam
Gurvltz, Marla F.
Hammock, Catherine M.
Hansen, John D. Jr.
Hauser. Carol Ann
Hausheer, John W.
The staff of the Muse, ITCC-N's
Heckel, Jayne V.
1-tetter, Rosalyn J .
creative arts magazine, has held
Hemmerling, Paul E.
Hersh, Janice M.
its first two meetings. Those presHiggins, MIidred A.
Hinton, Tressa L.
ent discussed the content and forHommeler, Elaine M.
Hoke, Laurel R.
mat of the magazine, as well as
Holmquist, Holly L.
Horwitz, Bl!rbara L.
the financial problems. The Muse
Hunkier. Marilyn A.
lschkum, Linda K.
still needs volunteers for help in
Jankcws~I. Christine L.
Janus, Barbara J:
every aspect of this production.
J~schob, Laurel A.
Jasen, Karen M.
Jindra . Margaret A.
Right now the Muse desperately
Johnson, J ames N.
needs photos and photographers,
Jchnson, Lois A.
Johnston, Penelope M .
art and artists. The need for more
Kaczmarek. Kathleen J .
Ka iser, Anita J.
written material, however, is still
Kallis, Christine K.
Kash. Ruth A.
great. Students who wish to conKatschke, Kathleen L.
tribute are asked to submit their
Katz, lleene
Kelly, Donald
name, address, and phone number
Kirpluk , Patricia A.
Kittler. Patricia A.
in the Muse mailbox in Mrs; ZimKleP.. Diane M .
merman's office. The next meetKnie, Roberta L.
Konieczny, Cynthia A.
ing, open to all who can possibly
K11Pff, Susan P.
1. Kopke, Darlene A.
attend , will be Thursday, Febru1Kosac, Ba rbara J .
ary 3 at 1:00,p. m.
Koser, Linda C.

Muse News

I
I

Honors
l<.ovats, Melinda M.
l<.raus, John M,
Krlchiver, Rose F.
l(roncnberg, Judith G
~uffel, Marilyn L.
·
1<1umerow, Roberta A.
lqupsak, Jennifer R.
L11chance, Judith A.
L11ndberg, Ingrld J.
L11ndinl, Elayne A.
L11ndow, Sonia
Lime, Jaclvnn M.
L;!bowlcz, Linda
Lee, C3role C.
Levinson, Susan J .
Levun, Esther S.
Lletzo, Rose M.
Lindell, Barbara M.
Lindland, Bonnie L.
Lofgren, Barbara L.
Logan, Charlotte V.
Loise, Catherine T.
Ludwig, Susan L.
Luke, Linda L.
Lulkln, Rose A.
l.utar, Roberta J .
Maguire, Roberta A.
Maione; Rupert A.
Markovitz, Eileen R.
Mazer, Linda M.
McCIOY, Judith G.
McGovern, Marv S
McHugh, Marv J .
Miller, Fern J.
Miller, WIiiiam G.
Mindy, Robert R.
Miracle, 1 homas J.
Mitchem, Shirley
Mc.ntgomerv, Sharon L.
Moroney, Linda A.
Morreale, Carol J .
Mui, Gwendolyn
Nakielnv, Diane J.
Nathan, Blossom G.
Nelmark, Rose Ann
l\'esller, Herbert R. Jr.
Nochowltz, Marvin L.
Nolan, Judith A.
Nye, Lorett a M.
D' Hara, Caron R.
Olsen, Jeannette
Olson, Sharon D.
Orelove, Merle D.
Paisley, James D.
Palac, Michalene J .
Pallas, Stella
P·a nebianco, Nancy
Pareli, Joann G.
Patt, Antoinette M.
Patt, Patrick G.
Pattyn, Janice L.
Pelley, Ronald T.
Peters, Carole L.
P-,ters, Chesla G.
Peters, Marlin S.
P lecl•Ch, Patricia A.
Placzek, Marie E.
Pleslina, Joan E.
Plum, Patricia J.
Podraza, John M.
Polachek, Dean James
Polakoff, Ann Dee
Pryor, Carleton R.
Przygoda, Anna
Quigley, Marv R.
Rados, Oarlvn J.
Ran isavlievlc, Sava
Rapaport, Rosalyn R,
Raymond, Nancy A.
Reid, Margaret C.
Remy, Delores T.
Richardson, Anita G.
Riga. Gloria T.
Ritt, Pamela J.
Roberts, Robert W. Jr.
Rohan, Carolyn J.
Rosen, Gale N.
Rossi, Harry P.
Rubin, Sandra
Rvchlowskl, Lawrence A,
Sabin, Marv Ann
Sandberg, carol M.
Scalzlttl, Rita T.
Schaffer, Roberta S.
Schaffer, Robin G.
Schaul, Susan M.
Schochet, Sara
Schoenhoff, Gall C.
Schulz, Alan E.
Scranton, Sharon I.
Shaw, Marv F.
Shea, Marv C.
Shlffman, Sandra M.
Shoemaker, Jovce S.
Short, Marlorle W.
Sidell, Marsha J.
Siegel, Naomi R.
Slegl, Shirley A.
Sinshack, Andrew J.
Skonberg, Joseph E.
Smvrnlotls, Bessie
Solberg, Maril H.
Sortino, Marilynn J.
Spalla, Nancv L.
Squlllacioll, Joseph J .
Stahlke, Lorna A.
Starr, Helene R.
Stearns, Evelvn
Stelter, Robert W.
Stockman, Garv-Dale E.
Streetz, Dorothy K.
Stromblad, Sylvia 0 .
Sullivan, Margaret A.
Swanson, Myra
Tabin, Bonita
Teichman, Jovce E.
Teichman, Ronna F.
Toomey, Marilyn A.
Towbln, Leslie R.
Treblln, Esther
Trlstano, Marilyn J .
Ushkow, Janet
Ven·etuccl , Judith E.
Voitech, Janice L.
Von Brachhaeuser, ames E.
Vondran, Ellen M.
wachholz, Cheryl
Warsawskl, Corinne
Wasow, Janet C.
Waver, Ronald C.
Weinand, Allee M .
Weinberg, Sulle C.
Weissberg, Michael M.
Welsh, Linda A.
Wendling, Barbara J .
Wernick, Judith A.
Werth. Elalne L.
Whisler, Cathleen N.
White, Andrea T.
Whitesell, Deborah E.
Wilton, Lvnn K.
Winterhalter, Marcia G.
Xenakis, Rosemary

Yanoff, Jerome C.
Zavoskey, Karen A.
Zeller, Betty J .
Zeman, sa·n dv M.
Zuckerman, Adrian S.

Students from Vor, Humbolt
Grammar Scool located at Rickwell and Hirsh visited our
school last week. The purpose

of this visit was to show the
students of an inner city school
that a college education can be
available to all.

Peace Corps Training
To Be Held at Antioch
Yellow Springs, 0.-At the request of the Peace Corps, Antioch
College is launching a three-month
session to design a summer training project for college students
who intend · to enlist in the Corps
after their graduation in 1967.
A contract for the planning activity currently is being negotiated, Acting President J. D. Dawson
announced at a college assembly
today.

One of the hopes of those inaugurating advanced summer training
programs for college students be.:
tween their junior and senior years
is that "some of the studies these
students take during their senior
year will extend and deepen their
preparation for Peace Corps service," Dawson said. Dawson, Antioch's senior vice president and
dean of students, is acting president during the three-month leave
of President James P. Dixon.

negotiations with Antioch Dawson
recalled a July conferenc~ ol educators and Peace Corps officials,
chaired by Antioch's Dr. Dixon.
"This meeting at the Brookings
Institution in Washington,'' Dawson said, "was grounded on the
conviction that the substance of
education .today can know no lim its, that the scope of education
must be as large as life and as
wide as the world."
Two proposals were examined at
that conference: )1 that the Peace
Corps should see itself more as an
international educational institution, and 2) that the relationship
between American higher education and the Peace Corps should
move from a flirtation to a marriage,

Dr. Dixon's leadership in the
conference. Dawson believes, was
clearly recognized, as was Antioch's reputatipn for the effective
combination of study and work exFirst objective of the planning perience in ·education, both here
contract will be to work out a pro- and abroad.
posal for an advanced training program on the Antioch campus in
"In my opinion,'' Dawson conthe summer of 1966.
cluded, "it was both this individual
"This program would be devoted and institutional leadership ·and
lo training some 75 students who achievement that led the Peace
have completed their junior year Corps to ask Antioch to undertake
in whatever college they are at- a central responsibility for the adtending and are preparing to go to vanced training of Volunteers."
Colombia, South America, for ser- 1-------------vice work upon their graduation in
1967,'' he said. Antioch opted to
train Peace Corps Volunteers for
Colombia because it has had exPierre Long, a graduate English
tensive experience there operating
major
whose essay "Notes on
a study center for the Great Lakes
Modern
Poetry" appeared recently
Colleges Association since 1964.
in the Chicago Jewish , Forum, has
A second objective of the initial
just been awarded Second Poetry
contract is to propose plans for
Prize
in the Charles F. McElroy
coordinating the programs of the
Literary
Contest. Th e contest,
some 15 advanced training projects
that are expected to be held on sponsored by Chicago's Roosevelt
college and university campuses University, is named in honor of
this summer.
the late Springfield lawyer and
"As a beginning for coordina- writer.
tion, a conference of the directors
Mr. Long nas published, previof the 15 projects will be held here ously, poetry and articles in The
sometime in March," the Acting Wind Listens, Chicago Jewish For•
President said.
am, Tri-Quarterly Review, Today

Graduate Awarded
Poetry Prize

In tracing the sequence of events Magazine, Writer's Digest, and
that led the Peace Corps to open Author & Journalist.
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DELANEY'S DILEMMA

''Half Man?''
Psychologists tell us that the pri.
· 1 c1ass1-·
mary cir1ves
0 f . t h e amma
fied by his genus-Homo, and his
species - Sapiens, are hunger,
thirst and sex. A species of human
that Linneaus himself, had thought
long extinct, was recently discovered and was appropriately deemed
"Semi-Sapiens." As sapiens indicates, "wise," this species is distinguished by the fact it possesses
only half the requirements needed
to satisfy the quality of "wiseness.'' Although there are differentdegrees of "wiseness" among individual homo sapiens, I speak
Particularly of two general criteria
known as logical thinking and logl·cal acti'on.
In general, although most individuals of the species Semi-Sapiens possess the quality of logical
thinking , their actior.s appear to
pe in direct opposition to their
tho11e1ht.<; Surnrisinglv enough, it
has been estimated that more humans would fit into the species
semi-sapiens than that of homosapieHs. But, living in a liberal
democracy, it has been decided
that only those individuals who
flagrantly avoid use of the logical
thought-action process would be
included in this new species generally undesirables from petty
thieves to psychotics and murderers.
After long deliberation, another
class of individuals has been added; a particular variety of college
students. Believe it or not, here at

ITCC-N we have a goodly number
· d'1v1'd ua Is. How mcon·
of th ese m
sistent that an educational institution should have in attendance irtdividuals who exhibit misuse of
the v er Y fundamental logical
thought-action process. Even more
extraordinary is the realization
that an institution for future teachers, who will profoundly influe~ce
ensuring generations, would be
inhabited by these undesirables.
Even more dishe/lrtening is th~
sad fact that they need be assoc1ated ,,iith psychotics and murderers.
These individuals reside in the
cafeteria and lounges of our school.
Although it is clear they know exactly what tables , chairs, ashes,
ash-cans, and floors are, and what
their functions are, they seem incapable of utilizing them for their
proper function . I believe just as
a new species has been added, it
could 6e as eas~y deleted. This
reform would take cniicentration,
will , and a rejection of social group
pressure. St uden t s may h ave t o
th· k f th
m or emse1ves a t t'1mes, and
may even have to act independently of their peer group. Some will
make it and others will be doomed
·
· ·t y as a mem ber of th e
to 1gnom1m
.
·
sem1-sap1ens. But'. J us t t h'mk , you
could then have four primary
·
·
drives
mstead
of th ree. w·th
1 th e
addition of 'the need to be a
"slob," you who qualify, may attain your only distinction in life.
Bob Delaney

Students Back U.S. Policy
On Viet Nam
Grand Forks, N. D. (I. P.)-According to a recent attitude study
completed by Dr. William H.
James , associate professor of psychology at the University of North
Dakota, a majority of students on
this campus approve of the United
States policy in Viet Nam.
The attitude scale, constructed
with the aid of two psychology
graduate students, covered several
aspects of Viet Nam and measured
favorableness of attitudes as well
as degree of approval or disapproval.
· Technical findings in the study
will be publfshed in a psychl'logical journal. The study indicates
that over 99 per cent of the sample
UND students favor, in varying
degrees , the U. S. Viet Nam policy. Less than one per cent voiced
any degree of disapproval and the
entire sample studies expressed
strong disapproval of extreme anti-U. S. policy acts such as draft
card burning.

Commenting on the study, Dr.
James said "because of the widespread publicity t~at has been
given to a few radical demonstrations among college students, many
of whom are college drop-outs,
there is an erroenous impression
that large numbers of cpllege students do not support U. S. policy
in Viet Nam, but this study indicates that this is not true in North
Dakota, and insofar as North Dakota is representative of the Midwest, that is not true of the Midwest."

Page Seven

SKE Discotheque
In response to the great enthusiasm engendered by SKE's last
two mixers, Sigma Kappa Epsilon's
Alumni Association proudly announces "SKE Discotheque-'66,"
an open mixer on February 4,
1966 from 8:30 to 12:30 p. ~- Entertainment will be provided by
the two £ab bands Michael /Anthony
and The Bad Guys and The Peer
Six. The music will range from
current rock 'n' roll hits, to folk-

rock, to the always popular slow,
sentimental variety.
·
Logan Square Ha!i, at 2451 N.
Kedzie Avenue, will again provide
the ideal location for convenient
transportation and abundant free
parking.
Besides offering a unique opportunity to mix and match with your
fellow students at ITCC-N in an
exciting social setting, many unattached men and women will be

Ls A. Plans
st Joe,s weekend
·

•

by Mary Jean Del Ciello

t---------------

Vavruska( Continued from Page 4)

1

doubtedly will long be rememhered by those who attended that
;i;athering.
Mr. Vavruska · studied art for
three years at the University of
Wisconsin and also three years at
the Art Institute in Chicagp, He
has traveled and painted in North
Africa , Italy, London, and Paris ;
and also travels to Mexico "at
least once a year." Mr. Vavruska
is presently making his home in
Chicago.

and it will arrive back at our parking lot on Sunday evening, February 6. Costs for the weekend,
which include the bus, all meals,
accomodations and all activities
will be approximately $10 depending on the number of girls who
The arti st has had exhibits
will be going.
throughout the United States and
Europe and has been awarded
All girls who wish to join us are
three prizes from the Art Institute
asked to sign up in Room E 220
.
and a John Simon Guggenheim
now and to attend a meetmg on
Thursday, February 3 at 1:00 Fellowship.
L. S. A. is extending this invita- p. m. in Room D 113 at which time
According to Mr. Yochim, Astion to all female students at one half of the cost must be paid. sistant Professor of the Art departITCC-N. Our sorority is planning
We are all looking forward to ment, this particular exhibit was
to charter a bus wpich will leave having a wonderful time and see- selected because Mr. Yochim
ITCC-N's parking lot at 9·00
· a · m · ing some wonderful guys. Won't knows the artist's work; in fact,
Saturd ay morning, February 5 you join us?
he owns one of Mr. Vavruska's
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - p a i n t i n g s. He feels students should
also have the opportunity to know
the artist.
The weekend of February 5-6,
1966 promises to be an exciting one
for many girls at ITCC-N. Saint
Joseph's College-an an boys coltege-in Rensselaer. Indiana has
invited Lambda Sigma Alpha to
attend a basketball game on Saturday afternoon followed by a
swinging mixer that evening. The
highlight of the weekend is a concert on Sunday afternoon featuring Peter Nero.

pLA y REVIEW

"The Bait"

The exhibit by Mr. Vavruska
will continue through February 5.

- "Bedlam Galore for
Two or More"
"The Bait" by James Merrill,
and "Bedlam Galore For Two Or
!\fore" by Eugene Ionesco. The
Chicago City Players, under the
direction of June Psvkacek. Baird
Hall Theater, 615 W. Wellington
Ave., Chicago, Illinois. Weekends,
Jan. 14-Feb. 13; Fri. and Sat. 8:30,
Sun. 7:30.

DEADLINE
Next Issue

12 NOON-FEB. 8

theatre

enjoy our
special student
rate

But when Julie leaves her husband Charles for John, Gilbert
still won't let her give herself to
him but does his best to remain
the 'dominant, killing force in her
life.

50'

One added and welcome dimension explored by the Chicago City
Players is the delicious coffee and
stimulating discussion immediately after the plays.
John Hansen

at all
times

for any college student presenting I.D.
card at our box office

The sets are creative and effective, and the lights are skillfully
used to create a flashback technique that permits the characters
to be in two places and times at
once.

1--------------

at a pre-election rally.

Give yourself a break from the
"midsemester blues" and let
yourself go stag or drag (preferably stag ) at "SKE Discotheque,66 _,,

1-----------------------------

These two shows are simultaneously perfect companions and . perfect opposites. In "The Bait," the
characters show only superficial
A test of factual knowledge interest in profound things, whereIn "Bedlam," there is an initial
about events in Viet Nam also was as in "Bedlam" the characters
are
profcundly
interested
in
supertreat
in the hilarious costumes of
given. Dr. James said that a sigficial
things,
which
amounts
to
the
the
characters.
The two main
nificant correlation was found besame
thing.
characters,
He
and
She, live in an
tween the degree favoring the
apartment that is slowly being
U. S. policy and the amount of
In "The Bait," Gilbert uses
factual knowledge of e.vents. "In everyone else and teaches them demolished by warfare in the
other words," Dr. James said, to use each other. What he is try- streets below. Yet the earth-shak"the more factual knowledge the ing to prove, the audience is at ing events outside only concern
them because they are disturbing
person has, the more he favors a loss to know, but he successfully
their
routine. As a cleverly dethe U. S. policy in Viet Nam.
prevents the characters f r o m
signed
set literally falis to pieces,
1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - reaching any meaningful relationthey argue about whether snails
ships with each other, and, expect
and turtles are one species, and
in the case of Charles, from reach- project on each other their sense
ing any self-knowledge.
of failure. Some of the dialogue
At Gilbert's instigation, Julie, is very funny, such as the line,
his sister marries Charles, al- "If I hadn't seen you, we would
though she loves John. Then he have never met," and, "Tell me
makes a fool of Charles by making what you eat, and I'll tell you what
him literally "bait" on the end of you are.'' But most of the discusa fishline , and encourages her to sion is boring and meaninglessleave him, ironically, at the very exactly the feeling the playwright'
moment Charles realizes he loves is trying to convey. So don't be
disappointed if you can't find
her.
every line thrilling freight with
significance. This same warning
also applies to the first play.

Victaorious Helen Wislinski,
campaigning for student votes

present from Northwestern, Loyola, ITCC-S, DePaul, and IIT.

•
•

e
•

•
•
•

different double feature daily.
open 7:30 a.m.-lalte
show 3 a .m.
Sunday Film Gu ild
every Wed . and Fri .
is Ladies Day-all gals
admitt ed for only 40c
little gal-lery for gals
only
clark parking - 1 dqor
south
4 hrs. 95c-.fter 5 pm .

dark & madlson • fr 2-2143

Looking for a

SUMMER JOB?
Apply Now

SUMMER CAMP
EMPLOYMENT
for Men and Wome-n as:
Counselors
Unit Leaders
Program Directors
Nurses
Doctors
Dieticians
Cooks
Maintenance Staff
Apply at the Camping Unit
Professional, Managerial and
Scientific Office

ILLINOIS STATE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
209

s. LaSalle Street, Chicago

Telephone 782~15

.
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Caption, Contest Winner Announced
Record Number Cast Ballots
.-------------------------------
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Now is the time for all good
students to fulfill their responsibilities. One such responsib-

ility is to vote in the student
senate elections. On hand to

set good example was our
pride, Miss ITCC-N. Janice
Hersh.

"Some people are just a
a pain in the neck."

--

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - The Interim has something
for everyone, even a five
dollar gift certificate from
Follett's for Barbara Haid,
the winner of the Cartoon
Caption Contest.
The entry submitted by
Barbara was chosen from

Signs Were Made

the numerous captions received from the witty student
body.

To Be Read!

The winner can come to
pick up her prize in the Interim office at her earliest
convenience.

'I Could· Have Danced All Night'
Satisfied custome rs of SKE Book Exchange.

No matte r w here you place the Juke Box, students w ho want
to da nce to its music will make that plate suffice. Th is is well
demonstration by Carole Manna and Steve Nakon who found
the Juke Box -out in the hall and immediately p ut it to g ood
use.

ITCC-N was one of the Chicagoland colleges chosen for observation IHt week by these
three semina ri,1ns from St.
M:iry of the L;1ke Seminary in
Mundelein, Ill. Pi-tured (1-r )
Francis Duffy, Russell Pittelkau.. and James C:ierwionka.

These seminarians are vhiting
the Chicagoland college~ during their semester break so as
to btter understand the wants
and needs of college students
in this area, and to find out
if the colleges are fulfilling
these needs-

Fredene Pecchia, reporter
our staff distributing the

terim.

